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This morning, we’re continuing our teaching on Proclaiming Christ in a Secular World. In the 

past we would have just said “evangelism.” More recently, we’d say, “sharing your Faith.” You 

might feel a bit of trepidation at the idea of “proclaiming Christ.” 

 

Look at the cover of the bulletin. See the happy, smiling girl in the background. You can tell 

she’s not actually proclaiming Christ, because she doesn’t look nervous enough! 

 

I have this gut feeling that evangelism is one of the more terrifying actions that a Christian might 

take. It seems risky and uncomfortable and probably people just want to be left alone anyway. 

“Nobody cares what you have to say about Jesus.” That may not be the reality, but it feels that 

way. 

 

One of the more popular phrases that’s come up in just the last few years is “you do you.” “You 

do you” suggests, “Hey, whatever works for you is fine by me. Just be yourself!” The unspoken 

part of “you do you” is “and I’ll do me, and we won’t bother with changing anyone’s mind here.” 

We’ll agree to go our own way and not waste breath convincing one idea, lifestyle, set of beliefs 

or behaviors is better than the other (so long as no animals were harmed). It’s a bit narcissistic, 

usually dismissive, and in some contexts, condescending. 

 

Evangelism, however, seems to fly in the face of “you do you” because at its essence it really 

wants “you to be introduced to Him.” Your way influenced by His way. Your sin forgiven by His 

grace. Your life in exchange for His. It’s “take up your cross and follow him,” and “to live is Christ 

and to die is gain.” It’s the opposite of you do you. It’s Lordship, inheritance, and living a new 

kind of life in the Kingdom of Heaven. 

 

When Jesus met the woman at the well, he didn’t tell her, “you do you,” he told her I have living 

water and whoever drinks of it will never be thirsty again. When he healed a man possessed by 

demons he said, “go home and tell everyone what has happened to you.” We he refused to 

condemn a woman caught in adultery, he didn’t say “you do you,” he said, “go and sin no more!” 

And after his resurrection, he commanded his followers to “go and make disciples of all nations.” 
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But what should we do when we live in a time and culture that so generously tolerates ideas that 

people respond in apathy? If nobody cares about what you have to say about Jesus, how can 

we effectively proclaim Christ? 

 

Well one thing we could do is just ignore all that and just go to where people are and start 

proclaiming Christ. Ready or not, here we come! 

 

When I was in my first year of ministry working with youth, there was a new program starting up 

that sent teens away on a retreat to learn a few talking points and then send them all, hundreds 

of kids, to the local shopping mall to “evangelize” to the unsuspecting shoppers. If you were at 

the mall today buying a big soft pretzel and a group of 4-5 teens walked up and eagerly 

questioned you about your faith in Jesus, you’d probably think you were about to be the butt end 

of an inside joke or prank. 

 

I suppose another method would be for all of us to go through vigorous training in apologetics 

and philosophy and theology and stage large public debates where we could present our case 

for faith before a captive audience. Of course, that will require years of training and schooling 

and probably limits faith-sharing to the intellectual-elite. So that’s no good. 

 

Historically, though rare, some Christians simply demanded that a newly conquered or 

colonized people simply adopt the Christian Faith outright or be killed. I hope that we’re beyond 

that sort of evil. 

 

In his book, More Ready Than You Realize, Brian McLaren writes, 

“We have to find ways for people to simply encounter Christ - and God too! - without having to 

figure out two millennia of church history, controversy, and dogma. 

 

So, what should we do in the “you do you” culture that seems to be immune to persuasive 

speeches, and slick gospel presentations, or literally standing on the street corner preaching the 

Word of God? 

 

We do it, by sharing our story. I mean you share your story. And I share my story. What is the 

story? I don’t know, it’s different for me than it is for you. But the general idea is “I once was lost, 

but now I’m found, was blind but now I see.” It’s the tale of who you were before knowing Christ 

and who you are now that you do. It may be simple, it may be complex, it may be miraculous, it 

may seem ordinary. It may be just starting or has been ongoing since you were young. Your 

story puts flesh and blood on the bones of ideas about God and Jesus and faith. Your story is 

the BEST thing you’ve got for proclaiming Christ. If you can share your story, you have all you 

need. 

 

What makes a story so powerful? Because it’s accessible to you, right now, and you already 

know it. You don’t need additional training or expertise. It’s also powerful because it’s largely 

irrefutable. If your story is that once you found Jesus you found meaning, and purpose, and joy 

and love...who can refute that?! 
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1 Peter 3:15-16 

 

Finally, all of you, be like-minded, be sympathetic, love one another, be compassionate and 

humble. Do not repay evil with evil or insult with insult. On the contrary, repay evil with blessing, 

because to this you were called so that you may inherit a blessing. 

“Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the 

reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect.” 

 

1. There is a close relationship between doing good and proclaiming Christ. 

 

Peter calls for sympathy, compassion, and humility. Before we share the Good News, there 

ought to be evidence of that goodness in the way we treat others. Jesus said it this way, “shine 

your light before all people and when they see your GOOD WORKS, they will glorify God in 

heaven.” 

Michele and I serving popcorn… 

Being good to others fosters curiosity about the Source of that goodness. 

 

2. Proclaiming Christ is naturally passive. 

 

I think this means we are relieved of the worry that proclaiming Christ means that we should 

approach any and everybody with the intent to evangelize them. Peter’s words assume that 

people will come to you. Others will inquire of your story. A few will be called to become 

preachers and teachers. A few will be called to the mission fields of India, Africa, South 

America. But for most of us, we’ll live like Jesus lived...and when we do, it will draw people to 

want to know more. 

 

3. Do it all with gentleness and respect. 

 

This one is so completely obvious to me, however... 

 

Josh’s text to me (Jesus NM 1) (Are you following Jesus this close?) 

 

Before moving on, I’d just like to say that YOU NEVER KNOW what God is going to use to 

spark faith inside a person. God can use the smallest hints, reminders, and proclamations for 

good. That said, here’s a few things we might do to blow it. 

 

2 Things That Fall Short of Sharing Your Faith (ways that we can blow it) 

 

1. Sharing the details of your religious activity (where you go to church, how long your family 

has been a Methodist, etc.) 

 

If someone asked me “why do you love your wife” and I answered with, well...we got married in 

June of 2014 in West Dundee, and we moved to Algonquin after our first year of marriage, and 
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last month we went on a mini vacation to Austin Texas, and we’re really excited about maybe 

buying a home this year. Oh, and on date night, we love going to McDonald’s. (all of those things 

are true, by the way), but they don’t really convey why Michele and I have chosen each other. 

 

On the day we got married, I hadn’t seen Michele in her dress, and we did the thing where I turn 

my back and she came around the corner; and then I’m told to turn and look while the 

photographer snaps photos. I was so nervous. I wanted the day to be just right and there were 

so many details and there was all this pressure. When I turned around saw her smiling at 

me...for like a solid 10 seconds it was like the world melted away and it was just us and 

everything was perfect and I knew that everything was going to be fine - great, even! - and that I 

was making the best decision of my life. 

 

You see, it’s not the facts of our marriage that give a reason for our love, but it’s our story - the 

story that continues - that provides evidence that we are, in fact, in love. 

 

The same is true of proclaiming Christ. It doesn’t matter if you have all the answers, or if you 

have tons of bible knowledge. Your story, your experience of faith, is more valuable than any 

knowledge you can acquire and recite. 

 

2. Sharing a slick, pre-packaged gospel presentation, religious tracts, or Facebook post, or just 

generally being a cheerleader for Jesus. 

 

Now, there’s nothing wrong with sharing truthful or positive quotes, sayings, or anecdotes about 

faith. People have been doing that for hundreds of years. But even the cleverest sayings and 

heartfelt quotes (or even stories for that matter) when simply lobbed into the stratosphere pale 

in comparison to having an honest-to-goodness conversation about important matters with a 

friend or someone you care about. 

 

If I’m even remotely close when I say, “nobody cares about what you have to say about Jesus,” 

then it can be hardly surprising that people won’t respond well to being handed some kind of 

resource or platitude or worse, condemnation. 

 

If someone asks you about your faith, don’t blow it by sending them to talk to pastor Lisa, or by 

giving them a bookmark with a great scripture. Just tell them your story! You have one don’t 

you?! 

 

You might be tempted to think that your story isn’t good enough. That it’s boring or not worth 

telling because they never hit “rock bottom,” or witnessed some miracle or had a clear sign of 

their conversion. 

 

Some people think they don’t have enough Bible knowledge or that they’ll get stumped by a 

question they don’t know the answer to. Remember Peter’s words: be ready to give your 

REASON for hope. So just tell your story! 

 

It’s not your job to convert anyone to Christ! It’s simply your job to make the introduction. The 
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power of your story is that it is personal and it is real and it is already known to you. That said, 

let me give you 3 things that will help you in the sharing of your story. 

 

3 Things You Need to Share Your Story 

 

1. A relationship 

 

It’s not true, you know, that nobody cares what you have to say about Jesus. They do care. But 

“they” in this case are people who care about you. And because they care about you, they care 

about what is most important to you. 

 

Maybe you remember a few years ago there was a story about a particular Walmart in Rural 

Ohio that was running a food drive so that the employees could have a good Thanksgiving. 

News outlets and critical bloggers were up in arms with the idea that “If Walmart simply paid 

their employees well, they wouldn’t have to raise support to celebrate Thanksgiving.” You read 

an article like that and you think….yeah, Walmart is stupid! And obviously cheap. And then you 

move on to the next thing. 

 

My brother works as a manager trainer for Walmart and so I asked him about that. It turns out 

he was an attending manager of that exact Walmart. Crazy, huh? A worker or two had fallen 

into hard times...either a sickness or a spouse lost a job or something, and suddenly what 

should be a fun family gathering at the holidays was going to be a nightmare due to 

overstretched budgets and mounting bills. So, the employees held a food drive for them so 

others could at least ease some of the burden of the holiday. 

 

Having a relationship with someone on the inside gave me a context to the story that wasn’t 

there before. Your story can be the inside scoop that people need to feel encouraged to pursue 

their faith just a little more. 

 

I suppose I didn’t have many opinions on education until I married a teacher. 

 

I didn’t show much interest in our food ministries until I heard Pastor Lisa talking about her 

experience there. 

 

I didn’t have much desire to follow the Chicago Cubs until I heard Katrina getting lathered up 

about the latest game. 

 

The stories are all there, but it’s the relationships that bring the curious out of the shadows to 

hear them. When people want to know about faith, they want to talk to someone they know who 

has experience. And for someone, or someone’s out there, that will be you! 

 

All that to say, if you want to share your faith with a coworker, perhaps it’d be good to share a 

meal together first. Want to influence a neighbor family for Christ? Try establishing a friendship 

too. 
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2. Permission 

 

People will give you clues or ask the right sort of questions to signal when you have permission 

to share your story. 

 

If you say to your coworker, let’s grab a beer after this shift and when you sit down you say 

something like...now let me tell you about Jesus...well that’s the ol’ bait-and-switch. Sometimes 

a relationship needs to be in the right place at the right time for the person to be receptive to 

your story. Otherwise it will be like giving advice to someone who didn’t ask for it. Be patient and 

wait for permission. 

 

Remember what Peter wrote...be prepared to answer the curious. 

 

3. Courage! 

 

It may sound like I’m trying to convince you that proclaiming Christ is easy so long as you have 

a story and wait for the perfect moment, but it is not easy. It is not safe. You’ll feel exposed. You 

might fail. Not everyone will accept Jesus. They didn’t accept him when he lived and breathed 

and walked among them, and some will not accept him despite your own story of salvation. 

You’ll be tempted to think that as long as you live for Christ it’s enough. There’s a popular 

saying that goes: “preach the gospel, and if necessary, use words.” Here’s the truth. It’s always 

necessary! Don’t just have the courage to do what is right, but have the courage to say why you 

do what is right. Don’t worry about saying the wrong thing. Courage is more important than 

accuracy. 

 

Here’s why sharing your story matters. 

 

My grandfather passed away just a few years ago. Here he is on the screen. My grandfather, 

Warren, was a pastor until he was forced to retire due to declining health. He retired at age 92. 

Not long before his passing, I had the rare opportunity to drive with him after a family reunion - it 

was just the two of us for an hour in the car. I drove, and he rode shotgun. I started asking him 

questions about how he and grandma met, about his family growing up, and about his faith and 

the different congregations he served. He told me stories I had never heard before about people 

I had never met and about a time when the world was so different. 

 

He grew up on a dairy farm in rural Wisconsin. The farm was fairly self-sustaining but once a 

month, they’d travel into town and get things they couldn’t produce at the farm. At age 18, the 

family got their very first motorized tractor. This opened up a new opportunity for them and 

soon, Warren was hauling tanks of milk to the cheese plant to be processed, again, about once 

a month. He would deliver the milk and then stick around to help the woman making the cheese. 

After a few months of this routine, the woman making cheese worked up the courage to tell my 
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grandfather, “I think you ‘outta’ know the Lord.” 

 

Warren didn’t grow up in a Christian home. The family didn’t pay any mind to Jesus or the Bible 

or things that might happen at a church. So, I’m assuming their exposure to faith was limited at 

best. But one day, a brave woman at the cheese processing plant figured it was time he outta 

know the Lord. 

 

I’m sure she shared more than that, but that’s what grandpa told me on that day in the car. 

 

My grandfather became a Christian then at the age of 18. Within the next year, he shared his 

faith with his family. He baptized his own mother. Can you imagine that?! He met my 

grandmother at church - at one of the regular socials where teens and young adults could go to 

hang out, dance, and build relationships. 

 

He decided somewhere in there that he wanted to become a pastor. So, he enrolled at 

Minnesota Bible College. Mary Lou (my grandmother) decided to go with him and she even 

attended some classes even though she wasn’t actually in them. He graduated, they got 

married (not sure in which order) and he set off on his own ministry. Since then, he’s served 

congregations all over the Midwest including Kansas, Nebraska, Chicago and even a small 

church over here in Woodstock, IL. He eventually moved to Havana, IL where he intended to 

retire but then continued to preach, teach, and serve the congregation for another 25 years! 

 

He raised his own family, two sons and a daughter. Both my dad and uncle are pastors as well 

as my older brother. My grandfather’s legacy spreads wide! I can’t imagine the number of 

sermons he’s preached, prayers he’s prayed, lessons he’s taught, hospital beds he’s stood by, 

meals he’s delivered, nursing homes he volunteered at, mission trips he worked, and hours he 

spent with people at church looking for hope and light and love. The impact of his ministry is 

incalculable, covering a dozen congregations and countless people served. There’s no doubt 

that hundreds, maybe thousands of people heard the Gospel because my grandfather devoted 

his life to Jesus and boldly proclaimed Christ everywhere he went. But to me, the hero of this 

story isn’t my grandfather, it’s the cheese lady. 

 

I call her the cheese lady, because her name was lost in Warren’s retelling of his story. We don’t 

know who she was or what happened to her. And after I die, the memory of her will likely fade 

forever. But what I do know about her is that she had the courage to proclaim Christ and it made 

all the difference for my family. We (the Hughes family) owe a lot to the cheese lady. And we 

need a lot more cheese ladies in this world. People who, when the time is right, have the 

courage to proclaim Christ. You could be someone's cheese lady! 


